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The focus in primary schools should be on teaching the fundamental building blocks and characteristics of positive relationships, 
with particular reference to friendships, family relationships and relationships with other children and with adults. 
 

 
 

 

 
 



Week Concepts  Theme 
Assembly 

The Big Question 

Core Value 
Champion 

British Value 

06/06/22 Relationships  
Special people in the 

community  

How can we grow our core 

values? 
Year 6 

Skern Lodge CV 
 

Mutual respect  

13/06/22 Diversity & Equality Introduction to Refugee week 
It is easier for children to be 
refugees than adults – do 

you agree? 
Alex Vek Mutual respect  

20/06/22 Diversity & Equality 
Refugee week  

*Guest speaker   

Is money the only way we 

can help refugees? 
Mila Kunis  Mutual respect  

27/06/22 Identity   Stereotypes   
‘Dolls and dresses are not 
meant for boys’ – agree or 
disagree? 

Jayden Smith 
Mutual respect  

 

04/07/22 Identity Challenging stereotypes  
How do we challenge 
people’s stereotypes? 

Only Alexander  Mutual respect  

11/07/22 Diversity & Equality Diversity  
What is the best thing 
about being different? 

Kyle Maynard Tolerance  

 
 



Key Vocabulary:special people, community, positive contributions, help, support, local community, 

Key Concepts: Working together, kindness, empathy, making a difference 

Week 1 Aim:  About the ‘special people’ who work in their community and who are responsible for looking after them and protecting them; how people 
contact those special people when they need their help, including dialing 999 in an emergency; recognising how ‘special people’ can make a positive  
contribution to society  

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

Key questions:  
• What sort of jobs do people do in the local community?  
• Who helps us to stay safe (and/or healthy) in different places? 
• How can we ask for help from different people and in different places?  
• When might someone dial 999? 
 
Text based questions: 

• Who finds shelter under the umbrella? 

• How are these beings the same?  How are they different? 

• What happens to the umbrella as more people, animals, and creatures need 
shelter from the rain? 

• Can we be inclusive like the umbrella?  How? 

• How does it make people feel to be included?   

• How would it make someone feel if he or she wasn’t allowed under the 
umbrella? 

• Describe how ‘special people’ in our community are our umbrella? 
 

The learner will be able to:  
• name a range of different jobs that 
people in the local community do  
• describe the work they do and how it 
helps others  
• identify who could help them in different 
places  
• explain what they could do to attract 
attention or to ask for help in different 
situations  
• identify that 999 is an emergency 

number and can be dialed to get help in an 

emergency 

Key Text:  
The Big Umbrella by 
Amy June Bates 

 

 
 
 



Key Vocabulary:refugee, celebrate, community, talent, expertise, integration, safety, welcomed, welcoming, contribution, challenge, empathy,difficulties, 
friend, kind, danger, No outsiders. 

Key Concepts: Celebrating difference, inclusion, friendships, learning to empathise.   

Week 2 & 3:  To understand the lives of refugees and to celebrate the talent and expertise that refugees bring with them to the UK; creating a better  
understanding between communities and to encourage successful integration, enabling refugees to live in safety and continue making a  
valuable contribution. REFUGEE AWARENESS WEEK IN WEEK 3 (Guest speaker to discuss how help is provided in Ukraine)  

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the lives of refugees 
• how to welcome refugees into our community 

 
Key questions:  

• Have you ever moved house and how did you feel? 
• How would you feel if you had to escape from a dangerous country/ and start a new 
life in a new country? 
• How can you be a good friend?  
 
(See No Outsiders planning in the one drive folder. Learning intention: To make you 
feel welcome).  
  

The learner will be able to: 
• recognise the challenges and difficulties 
that refugees have been through.  
• describe the feelings of refugees, 
showing empathy. 
• explain how refugees can make a 
positive contribution to our communities.  
• describe how they would make refugees 
feel welcomed into our school/wider 
community 

Key text: 
Everybody’s Welcome 
by Patricia Hegarty  
 

 



 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, family, belong, same, different, friends, friendship, qualities, caring, sharing, kind, greeting, touch, feel, like, dislike, help, 
helpful, community, feelings, confidence, praise, incredible, proud, celebrate, relationships, special, appreciate, , diversity, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Similarities and differences, understanding bullying and knowing how to deal with it, making new friends, celebrating the differences in 
everyone 

Week 4 Aim:  To understand the ways in which we are the same as all other people; what we have in common with everyone else; introducing them to  
challenging stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 
 

To learn:  
• about the ways we are the same as other people  

 

Key questions:  
• Who looks similar to me?  
• Who likes the same things as me?  
• In what ways are the children in our class the same? 

 

(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To play with boy and girls, p.53).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• recognise similarities/differences in one 
another. 
• discuss what stereotyping  is and 
describe how this affects the feelings of 
others. 
• explain what they would do if they saw 
someone being stereotypical towards 
either themselves or others.  

Key text:   
Ten Little Pirates by 
Mike Brownlow and 
Simon Rickerty  
 

 
 



Key Vocabulary: stereotype, family, belong, same, different, friends, friendship, qualities, caring, sharing, kind, greeting, touch, feel, , like, dislike, help, 
helpful, community, feelings, confidence, praise, skills, self-belief, incredible, proud, celebrate, relationships, special, appreciate, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Similarities and differences, understanding bullying and knowing how to deal with it, making new friends, celebrating the differences in 
everyone 

Week 5 Aim:  To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 
 
 
Key text:   
Ten Little Pirates by 
Mike Brownlow and 
Simon Rickerty  

 

To learn:  
• about the ways we are the different from other people 
• about stereotypes 
 
 
Key questions:  

• What groups do we belong to (friendship groups, place of worship etc.)  
• What do you do there / with the group?  
• What makes it special? 
 

(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To play with boy and girls, p.53).  

 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• recognise some of the things they have 
in common in others, including physical 
differences  
• recognise that there are other 
differences between people that are not 
immediately obvious (eg: a different  
birthday month) 
• identify common likes / dislikes between 
themselves and others  
• explain what a ‘stereotype’ is. 
• knowing that it is wrong to tease or bully 
someone because they are different 
• explain how you would challenge 
stereotyping, i.e. who to tell, what to do 
etc. 
they are with group)  
• explain what is special about the groups 
they belong to 

 
 

 
 



Key Vocabulary: similarity, same as, different from, difference, valued, celebrations, special, unique, rules, diverse, diversity, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Similarities and differences, diversity, equality, inclusion, disability  

Week 6 Aim:  To recognise ways in which they are all unique; understand that there has never been and will never be another ‘them’; celebrating  
diversity through artwork, performance, music , poems etc. 

British Value 
Tolerance  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn: 
 • that everybody is unique 
 
 
Key questions:  
• What does it mean if we say something is ‘unique’?  
• Is every person unique?  
• In which ways are you are unique?  
• What is special about everybody? • Why do we need rules in the classroom and in 
school?  
• Why is it important that we make up their own rules?  
• What could happen if the rules are not followed? 

 

(See No Outsiders planning. Learning Intention: To understand that our bodies 

work in different ways, p. 55)  

 
 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• explain (in simple terms) that being 
‘unique’ means that there is only one of 
something, and not one  
thing exactly the same exists anywhere in 
the world  
• recognise that this means every single 
person is special and valuable just as they 
are  
• recognise they are unique – there is no-
one exactly like them  
• identify things they think are unique or 
special about themselves. 
 

Key text: 
Max the Champion by 
Sean Stockdale)  

 
 
 

 



 
Year 2 

 

Key Vocabulary: special people, community, positive contributions, help, support, local community, society, responsible, safety, protecting, emergency  

Key Concepts: Working together, kindness, empathy, making a difference, inclusion  

Week 1 Aim:  About the ‘special people’ who work in their community and who are responsible for looking after them and protecting them; how people 
contact those special people when they need their help, including dialing 999 in an emergency; recognising how ‘special people’ can make a positive  
contribution to society. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the people who work in their community  
• how to get their help, including in an emergency 
 
Key questions:  

• What sort of jobs do people do in the local community?  
• Who helps us to stay safe (and/or healthy) in different places?  
• How can we ask for help from different people and in different places?  
• What should someone do in an emergency? 
 
 
Text based questions:  

• Why do you think George might be singing to himself when he has put on all 
his new clothes? 

• Explain how George helped the animals.  

• How do you think the animals felt before they met George? Why?  

• How do you think the animals felt felt after they met George? Why?  

• How did George’s kindness make a difference?  

• Share a time when you’ve helped someone in need.  
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  
• identify people who work in the 
community and what their roles are  
• explain the ways they help others  
• explain how to ask for help and how to 
ask for help in a range of different 
situations  
• demonstrate how to dial 999 (from a 
mobile phone or landline) and what to say 
to get help in an emergency  

Key text: 
The Smartest Giant in 
town by Julia 
Donaldson  
 
 



 

Key Vocabulary: refugee, celebrate, community, talent, expertise, integration, safety, welcomed, contribution, challenge bed, difficulties, friend, kind, 
danger, No outsiders 

Key Concepts: Celebrating difference, inclusion, friendships, learning to empathise 

Week 2 & 3 Aim:  To understand the lives of refugees and to celebrate the talent and expertise that refugees bring with them to the UK; creating a better  
understanding between different communities and to encourage successful integration, enabling refugees to live in safety and continue making a  
valuable contribution. REFUGEE AWARENESS WEEK IN WEEK 3 (Guest speaker to discuss how help is provided in Ukraine)  

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the lives of refugees 
• how to welcome refugees into our community 
 
 
Key questions:  

• What would refugees worry about when they come to the UK? 

• How would you make refugees feel welcome? 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• Explain the challenges and difficulties 
that Refugees have been through.  
• describe the feelings of refugees, 
showing empathy. 
• explain how refugees can make a 
positive contribution to our communities.  
• describe how they would make refugees 

feel welcomed into our school/wider 

community 

 

 
 

Key text: 
Lily and the Polar Bears 
by  Jion Sheibani 

 

 



 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, family, belong, same, different, friends, friendship, qualities, caring, sharing, kind, greeting, touch, feel, texture, like, dislike, help, 
helpful, community, feelings, confidence, praise, skills, self-belief, incredible, proud, celebrate, relationships, special, appreciate 

Key Concepts: Assumptions and stereotypes about gender, understanding bullying, standing up for self and others, making new friends, gender diversity, 
celebrating difference and remaining friends 

Week 4 Aim:  To understand the ways in which we are the same as all other people; what we have in common with everyone else; introducing them to 
stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the ways we are the same as other people  
 
 
Key questions:  

• What do we do at home to help or support our grown-ups or others who live with 
us?  
• How can we help others in the classroom?  
• What do we do at school that shows that we can be responsible?  
• What are our classroom rights?  
• How does it feel if responsibilities are not carried out? 

 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To feel proud of being different, 
p.60)  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The learner will be able to:  
• describe how we can find out if we have 
things in common with someone else  
• identify similarities with others, including 
things not immediately obvious, such as 
looks  
• identify common likes / dislikes or other 
similarities between themselves and others  
• explain what they share in common with 
someone else, even if, at first they thought 
they were only differences 

Key text:  
Just Because by 
Rebecca Elliot  

 
 



Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, family, belong, same, different, friends, friendship, qualities, caring, sharing, kind, greeting, touch, feel, like , 
dislike, help, helpful, community, feelings, confidence, tease, bully, race, race, gender,, proud, celebrate, relationships, special, appreciate, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Assumptions and stereotypes about gender, understanding bullying, standing up for self and others, making new friends, gender 
diversity, celebrating difference 

Week 5 Aim: To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 

To learn:  
• about the ways we are the different from other people 
• about stereotypes 
 
Key questions:  
• How am I different to others?  
• In what ways are the children in our class the different? 
• What is a stereotype? 
• How would you feel if someone thought something about you because of your 
age, gender, race and it  
wasn’t true? 
• What would you do if you heard someone stereotyping? 

The learner will be able to:  

• identify differences with others, 
including things not immediately obvious, 
such as looks  
• identify common likes / dislikes or other 
differences between themselves and 
others  
• explain what a ‘stereotype’ is and how it 
would feel to be ‘discriminated’ against. 
• Explain why it is wrong to tease or bully 
someone because they are different 

 
 

Key text: 
Just Because by Rebecca 
 

 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To feel proud of being different, 
p.60)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



Key Vocabulary: similarity, same as, different from, difference, valued, celebrations, special, unique, rules, diverse, diversity, no outsiders,  

Key Concepts: Diversity, equality, disability, celebrating difference.  

Week 6 Aim:  To recognise ways in which they are all unique; understand that there has never been and will never be another ‘them’; a celebration of 
diversity through artwork, performance,music, poems etc. 
 
 

British Value 
Tolerance  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

To learn:  
• that everybody is unique 
 
Key questions:  

• What does it mean if we say something is ‘unique’?  
• What is special about everyone? 
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To understand what diversity is, 
p. 57)  

The learner will be able to:  

• describe what being ‘unique’ means 
(that there is only one of something, and 
not one thing exactly the same  
exists anywhere in the world 
• explain that everyone is unique in their 
own way 
• describe what makes them special 

Key text: 
The Great Big Book of 
Families by Mary 
Hoffman and Ros 
Asquith  

 
 

 



Year 3 
 

Key Vocabulary: special people, community, positive contributions, help, support, local community, society, responsible, safety, voluntary helpers, 
difference, wider community 

Key Concepts: Working together, kindness, empathy, making a difference 

Week 1 & 2 Aim: To learn what being part of a community means, and about the varied institutions that support communities locally and nationally;To  
recognise the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups, especially in relation to health and wellbeing; to understand how skills can be  
developed to make a positive contribution to our community 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about being part of a community 
• about who works with the local community 
 
Key questions:  

• Who is part of our school / local / other / wider communities?  
• Who are the people in our school/community who help make it a good place for 
everyone?  
• What do they do?  
• How can you make a difference to your community now and when you’re older? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• give a definition what ‘community’ 
means  
• give examples of different communities 
they belong to  
• identify people in the community who 
help (parent/friends of the school 
committees, voluntary helpers)  
• identify why people may volunteer to do 
things for their community  
• identify how their help makes a 
difference to other members of the 
community 
 

Key text: 
Kind by Axel Scheffler  
  
 



 

Key Vocabulary: refugee, celebrate, community, talent, expertise, integration, safety, welcomed, contribution, challenge bed, difficulties, friend, kind, 
danger, difference, divert your, diverse, empathy, participate , identities, cultures, no outsiders 

Key Concepts: Celebrating difference, inclusion, friendships, learning to empathise, kindness  

Week 2 & 3 Aim:  To understand the lives of refugees and to celebrate the talent and expertise that refugees bring with them to the UK; creating a better  
understanding between different communities and to encourage successful integration, enabling refugees to live in safety and continue making a  
valuable contribution. REFUGEE AWARENESS WEEK IN WEEK 3 (Guest speaker to discuss how help is provided in Ukraine) 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the lives of refugees 
• how to welcome refugees into our community 
• To appreciate difference and diversity (people living in the UK) 
Key questions: 
• What would refugees worry about when they come to the UK? 
• How would you make refugees feel welcome? 
• Why do you think refugees come to the UK to live? What is special about living in 
the UK?  
• What challenges might refugees face when moving to the UK? 
• How can we tell that there are many kinds of people in our community?  
• How can we celebrate the rich diversity of the UK? 

Text based questions:  

• How do the colours in the illustrations and dialogue help you understand the 
story and how do they make you feel?  

• The strange animal has been traveling for a long time and come a long way 
from his home. Why do you think he has had to travel a long way from his 
home? 

• Imagine you suddenly had to leave your home. What would you put in your 
suitcase to remind you of home? 

• Which creature distrusts the stranger the most? Why do you think he does 
not trust him? 

• Has someone new ever arrived in your class or street? How did you feel? 
What did you do to welcome them?  

The learner will be able to:  

• Explain some of the challenges and 
difficulties that Refugees have been 
through.  
• describe the feelings of refugees, 
showing empathy. 
• explain how refugees can make a 
positive contribution to our communities.  
• describe how they would make refugees 
feel welcomed into our school/wider 
community 
• recognise that people have moved to 
the UK from all around the world at 
different times and for different reasons  
• recognise that people also move from 
the UK to other places in the world  
• identify some of the different religious 
and ethnic identities of people living in the 
UK  
• participate in celebrating the range of 
different identities and cultures in the UK 
 

Key text: 
The Suitcase By Chris  
NAYLOR-BALLESTEROS 
 
 



 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, family, loving, caring, safe, connected, difference, special, conflict, solve it together, solutions, resolve, witness, 
discrimination, unkind, feelings, tell, consequences, hurtful, compliment, unique. 

Key Concepts: Understanding stereotypes and discrimination, respecting difference and challenging stereotypes.  

Week 4 Aim: To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 
 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
 
 
Key questions:  
• How are we different from one another? 
• Do you think being different is a good thing and why? 
• What is a stereotype? 

• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on 
nothing other than you look? 
 

 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To understand what discrimination 

means, p.63).  

The learner will be able to:  

• know that different things contribute to 
our identity, including our membership of 
different groups 
• demonstrate respect for difference and 
communicate this to others  
• know the meaning of the words 
‘stereotype’ and ‘discrimination’ 
 

Key text: 
This is our House by 
Micheal Rosen  

 
 



 
 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, family, loving, caring, safe, connected, difference, special, conflict, solve it together, solutions, resolve, witness, 
discrimination, unkind, feelings, tell, consequences, hurtful, compliment, unique, tease, bully, prejudice, assumptions, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Understanding stereotypes and discrimination, respecting difference and challenging stereotypes.  

Week 5 Aim:  To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
• about challenging stereotypes 
 
Key questions:  
• What reasons could someone be stereotyped for? 
• Can you give an example of gender stereotyping? 
• What would you do or say if you came across stereotyping? 
• How do these stereotypes affect the way people behave or are treated? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 
other than you look? 
 
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To understand what discrimination 
means, p.63) 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• identify stereotypes 
• know that it is wrong to tease or bully 
someone because they are different  
• explain how they would challenge 
stereotypical thinking 
• develop strategies to support others 
who may encounter prejudice or 
discrimination 
 
 

Key text: 
This is our House by 
Micheal Rosen  

 
 



Key Vocabulary: similarity, same as, different from, difference, valued, celebrations, special, unique, respect, traditions, customs, beliefs, culture, courage, 
kindness, perseverance, inspiration, hope, love, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Empowering differences, equality, developing self esteem and self acceptance.  

Week 6 Aim: To consider the lives of people living in other places, and people with different values and custom; a celebration of diversity through  
artwork, performance, music, poems etc. 
 
 

British Value 
Tolerance  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  

• about the values and customs of people around the world 
 

Key questions:  
• What traditions are special to people?  
• Do different people share the same or similar traditions?  
• How can we show respect for other’s customs and traditions? 
• How can we celebrate these customs and traditions? 

 

Text based questions: 

• How does Faizah describe her sister's hijab?  

• Notice the pictures of the children who tease. Why do you think the drawings 
of those kids don't have any detail? 

• Mother told the girls not to carry around the hurtful words of others. What 
does it look like to drop the words? What does it mean that they are not 
yours to keep and belong only to those who said them? 

• Look at the picture and notes from the author at the end of the book. The 
author says this is story of family, love, and faith. Why did she write the book 
and share her story? 

• Many people wear special head wear or clothing representing their faith. 
What is the purpose of wearing special clothing? Why is it never okay to 
tease someone for their differentness or the way they are dressed? 

 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• give an examples of their own 
family/community customs or traditions  
• explain why these are important or 
special  
• identify different traditions that relate 
to birth, growing up and food  
• compare their own traditions to those of 
people in other places and say how they 
are similar or different  
• identify how we show respect for the 
views and beliefs of others 
 
 

Key text: 
Proudest Blue by 
Ibtihaj Muhammad 
 
 
 
 

 



Year 4 
 

Key Vocabulary: special people, community, positive contributions, help, support, local community, society, responsible, safety, voluntary helpers, 
volunteers, difference, wider community, impact, skills, attributes, health, wellbeing, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Working together, kindness, empathy, making a difference 

Week 1 Aim:  To learn about the varied institutions that support communities locally and nationally . To recognise the role of voluntary, community and  
pressure groups, especially in relation to health and wellbeing 
 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 

To learn:  
• about being part of a community 
• about who works with the local community 
 
Key questions:  
• What is a volunteer? 
• Why do they volunteer?  
• How do volunteers help our community? 
• Who works with the community?  
• How does the volunteering / work people do impact on others? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• describe the skills and attributes that 
help to support communities and where 
they see these in action  
(school/local community)  
• identify individuals and groups that 
have helped their local community  
• explain why people may ‘volunteer’ or 
choose to work for / with the community  
• describe what difference this makes to 
others 

Key text: 
A hat for Mrs Goldman 
by Michelle Edwards 
  
 



 

Key Vocabulary: refugee, celebrate, community, talent, expertise, integration, safety, welcomed, contribution, challenge bed, difficulties, friend, kind, 
danger, difference, divert your, diverse, empathy, participate , religious, ethnic, identities , cultures, no outsiders 

Key Concepts: Celebrating difference, inclusion, friendships, learning to empathise, diversity  

Week 2 & 3 Aim:  To understand the lives of refugees and to celebrate the talent and expertise that refugees bring with them to the UK; creating a better  
understanding between different communities and to encourage successful integration, enabling refugees to live in safety and continue making a  
valuable contribution. REFUGEE AWARENESS WEEK IN WEEK 3 (Guest speaker to discuss how help is provided in Ukraine)  
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the lives of refugees 
• how to welcome refugees into our community 
• To appreciate difference and diversity (people living in the UK) 
 
Key questions:  
• What would refugees worry about when they come to the UK? 
• How would you make refugees feel welcome? 
• Why do you think refugees come to the UK to live? What is special about living in 
the UK?  
• What challenges might refugees face when moving to the UK? 
• How can we tell that there are many kinds of people in our community?  
• How can we celebrate the rich diversity of the UK?  
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To overcome language as a barrier, 
p.69)  

The learner will be able to:  

• Explain some of the challenges and 
difficulties that Refugees have been 
through.  
• describe the feelings of refugees, 
showing empathy. 
• explain how refugees can make a 
positive contribution to our communities.  
• describe how they would make refugees 
feel welcomed into our school/wider 
community 
• recognise that people have moved to 
the UK from all around the world at 
different times and for different  
reasons  
• recognise that people also move from 
the UK to other places in the world  
• identify some of the different religious 
and ethnic identities of people living in the 
UK  
• participate in celebrating the range of 
different identities and cultures in the UK 
 

Key text: 
The Way Back Home by 
a Oliver Jeffers  

 



 
 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, assumption, judgement, surprised, different, appearance, accept, influence, opinion, attitude, bullying, friend, secret, 
deliberate, on purpose, bystander, witness, bully, problem solve, special, unique, physical features, impression, changed, discrimination, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Challenging assumptions, judging by appearance, accepting self and others, understanding influences, understanding bullying, problem-
solving, identifying how special and unique everyone is, first impressions 

Week 4 Aim: To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to  
challenge stereotypes. 
 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
 
Key questions:  

• How are we different from one another? 
• Do you think being different is a good thing and why? 
• What is a stereotype? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 

other than you look? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• know that different things contribute to 
our identity, including our membership of 
different groups 
• demonstrate respect for difference and 
communicate this to others  
• know the meaning of the words 
‘stereotype’ and ‘discrimination’ 
 

Key Text:  
Imagine a Wolf by Lucky   
 



 
 

 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, assumption, judgement, surprised, different, appearance, accept, influence, opinion, attitude, bullying, friend, 
secret, deliberate, on purpose, bystander, witness, bully, problem solve, special, unique, physical features, impression, changed, discrimination, prejudice, 
no outsiders    

Key Concepts: Challenging assumptions, judging by appearance, accepting self and others, understanding influences, understanding bullying, problem-
solving, identifying how special and unique everyone is, first impression 

Week 5 Aim: To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
 
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
• about challenging stereotypes 
 
Key questions:  

• What reasons could someone be stereotyped for? 
• Can you give an example of gender stereotyping? 
• What would you do or say if you came across stereotyping? 
• How do these stereotypes affect the way people behave or are treated? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 
other than you look? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• identify stereotypes 
• know that it is wrong to tease or bully 
someone because they are different  
• explain how they would challenge 
stereotypical thinking 
• develop strategies to support others who 
may encounter prejudice or discrimination 

Key Text:  
Imagine a Wolf by 
Lucky  
 



 

Key Vocabulary: similarity, same as, different from, difference, valued, celebrations, special, unique, respect, gay, traditions, customs, beliefs, adulthood, 
adolescence, no outsiders 

Key Concepts: Understanding what marriage is and who can get married in the UK, diversity, equality  

Week 6 Aim:  To think about the lives of people living in other places, and people with different values and customs; a celebration of diversity through  
artwork, performance, music, poems etc 

British Value 
Tolerance   
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the values and customs of people around the world 
 
Key questions:  

• What sorts of traditions do families and cultures have?  
• What do we like about these different traditions?  
• Why are some traditions and cultures different from our own?  
• How can we celebrate everyone’s special times? 
 
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To understand why people choose 
to get married. P.68)  

The learner will be able to:  

• describe customs or traditions 
celebrated their own families / community  
• identify different traditions that relate to 
entry into adulthood / adolescence and 
different celebrations  
• describe different traditions from 
cultures other than their own  
• explain how they are similar or different 
to their own traditions  
• explain how we show respect and 
appreciate the traditions of other cultures 
 

Key text: 
King and King by Linda 
by Linda De Hann 

  



Year 5 
 

Key Vocabulary: special people, community, positive contributions, help, support, local community, society, responsible, safety, voluntary helpers, 
volunteers, difference, wider community, impact, skills, attributes, pressure groups, belong  

Key Concepts: Working together, kindness, empathy, making a difference 

Week 1 Aim: To learn what being part of a community means, and to think about the various communities they belong to. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  

• about different groups / individuals that support the local community  

•  about the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups 
 

 
Key questions:  

• Who and what makes our community the way it is?  
• Who/what supports our community, locally and nationally? 
• What do voluntary, community and pressure groups do? 

 
  
 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• identify different organisations that 
support school communities, i.e. 
governors, local government, national  
government and their role in helping 
communities to thrive and grow  
• describe what it means to ‘volunteer’ in 
the community  
• give examples of voluntary groups and 
the kind of work they do  
• give examples of the difference that this 
kind of work makes to individuals, 
communities and the local  
environment  
• identify how pressure groups aim to lead 
social change 
 

Key text: 
The Golden Rule by 
John Green  
 
 
 



 
 

Key Vocabulary: refugee, celebrate, community, talent, expertise, integration, safety, welcomed, contribution, challenge bed, difficulties, friend, kind, 
danger, difference, divert your, diverse, empathy, participate , religious, ethnic, identities , cultures, No outsiders 

Key Concepts: Celebrating difference, inclusion, friendships, learning to empathise, diversity 

Week 2 & 3 Aim:  To understand the lives of refugees and to celebrate the talent and expertise that refugees bring with them to the UK; creating a better  
understanding between different communities and to encourage successful integration, enabling refugees to live in safety and continue making a  
valuable contribution. REFUGEE AWARENESS WEEK IN WEEK 3 (Guest speaker to discuss how help is provided in Ukraine) 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the lives of refugees 
• how to welcome refugees into our community 
• To appreciate difference and diversity (people living in the UK) 
 
Key questions:  

• What would refugees worry about when they come to the UK? 
• How would you make refugees feel welcome? 
• Why do you think refugees come to the UK to live? What is special about living in 
the UK?  
• What challenges might refugees face when moving to the UK? 
• How can we tell that there are many kinds of people in our community?  
• How can we celebrate the rich diversity of the UK? 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• Explain some of the challenges and 
difficulties that Refugees have been 
through.  
• describe the feelings of refugees, 
showing empathy. 
• explain how refugees can make a 
positive contribution to our communities.  
• describe how they would make refugees 
feel welcomed into our school/wider 
community 
• recognise that people have moved to 
the UK from all around the world at 
different times and for different  
reasons  
• recognise that people also move from 
the UK to other places in the world  
• identify some of the different religious 
and ethnic identities of people living in the 
UK  
• participate in celebrating the range of 
different identities and cultures in the UK 
 

Key text: 
My Wounded Island by  
Jacques Pasqet 



 
 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, assumption, judgement, surprised, different, appearance, accept, influence, opinion, attitude, bullying, friend, 
secret, deliberate, on purpose, bystander, witness, bully, problem solve, special, unique, physical features, impression, changed, discrimination, ginger 
identity, equal, prejudice, sexual orientation, gay, lesbian, bisexual, homophobic, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Understanding negative attitudes and what is meant by prejudice and stereotypes, recognising their own and others’ stereotypical and 
prejudicial attitudes, developing awareness of the negative consequences of prejudice and stereotypes 

Week 4 Aim: To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 
 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
 
 
Key questions:  

• How are we different from one another? 
• Do you think being different is a good thing and why? 
• What is a stereotype? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 

other than you look? 

 

Text based Questions:  

• What is the best thing about families? What do families do for each other? 

• Can you think of a time that you wanted to try something new and someone 

told you “you can't do that”?  

• How did that make you feel and how did you respond? 

•  Did you give up or try harder to prove them wrong? 

• How do you think Grace felt about being told she couldn’t be Peter Pan? 

• How can you tell? What did her family say to help her keep trying? 

 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• know that different things contribute to 
our identity, including our membership of 
different groups 
• demonstrate respect for difference and 
communicate this to others  
• know the meaning of the words 
‘stereotype’ and ‘discrimination’ 

Key Text:  
Amazing Grace by Mary 
Hoffman  
 



 
 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, assumption, judgement, surprised, different, appearance, accept, influence, opinion, attitude, bullying, friend, 
secret, deliberate, on purpose, bystander, witness, bully, problem solve, special, unique, physical features, impression, changed, discrimination, ginger 
identity, equal, prejudice, sexual orientation, gay, lesbian, bisexual, homophobic, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Understanding negative attitudes and what is meant by prejudice and stereotypes, recognising their own and others’ stereotypical and 
prejudicial attitudes, developing awareness of the negative consequences of prejudice and stereotypes 

Week 5 Aim:  To recognise and challenge stereotypes. To understand the difference between, and the terms associated with sex, gender identity and  
sexual orientation.  

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the factors that make people the same or different  
• what a stereotype is, and how stereotypes can be unfair, negative or destructive.  
• to recognise and challenge ‘stereotypes’  
• about the correct use of the terms sex, gender identity and sexual orientation  
 
Key questions:  

• What reasons could someone be stereotyped for? 
• Can you give an example of gender stereotyping? 
• What would you do or say if you came across stereotyping? 
• How do these stereotypes affect the way people behave or are treated? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 
other than you look? 
• How can we recognise stereotypes?  
• What stereotypes do we regularly encounter in the media?  
• How can we get to know and respect each other better?  
 
Text based questions: 

• What does she do to become the character? Can a young person play an old 
person and a child play a doctor or a pirate? Why do you think someone might 
think it isn't okay for a Black girl to play Peter Pan? Is that a good reason? Why 
or why not?  

• Does Grace help you believe “You can be anything you want if you put your 
mind to it"? Tell about a time you put your mind to something. How did it 
feel?? 

The learner will be able to:  

• describe the range of different factors 
that make up a person’s identity  
• identify the difference between sex, 
gender identity and sexual orientation and 
that these are just one factor  
of a person’s identity  
• give examples of different types of 
stereotyping in the media  
• explain why stereotyping can lead to 
prejudice and how this can be harmful, 
hurtful or influence a person’s  
aspirations  
• explain that everyone is equal no matter 
their identity  
• give reasons for challenging stereotypes Key Text:  

Amazing Grace by Mary 
Hoffman  
 



 
 

 Key Vocabulary: similarity, same as, different from, difference, valued, celebrations, special, unique, respect, traditions, customs, beliefs, lifestyle, no 
outsiders 

Key Concepts: Empowering differences, equality, developing self esteem and self acceptance 

Week 6 Aim:  To think about the lives of people living in other places, and people with different values and customs; a celebration of diversity through  
artwork, performance, music, poems etc. 
 
 

British Value 
Tolerance  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 
 

To learn: : 
• about the lives, values and customs of people living in other places 
 
 
Key questions:  

• How do other people’s lifestyles differ to ours?  
• Are there also similarities?  
• In what ways is growing up different for them?  
• How can we get to know and respect others better? 
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning Intention:To accept people who are different 
from me,p.77)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• describe what the lives of people living 
in other places around the UK / the world 
may be like  
• describe some of the values and customs 
of a group of people living somewhere 
else in the world  
• give examples of differences and 
similarities between their life and the lives 
of people living in other places 

Key text: 
And Tango Makes 
Three by Justin 
Richardson  



Year 6 
 

Key Vocabulary: special people, community, positive contributions, help, support, local community, society, responsible, safety, voluntary helpers, 
volunteers, difference, wider community, impact, skills, attributes, pressure groups, belong, influences  

Key Concepts: Working together, kindness, empathy, making a difference  

Week 1 Aim:  To learn what being part of a community means, and about the varied institutions that support communities locally and  
nationally . To recognise the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups, especially in relation to health and wellbeing 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about what it means to be a part of a community 
• about different groups / individuals that support the local community  
• about the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups 
 
 
 
Key questions:  

• What is a community?  
• What different types of communities are there?  
• Who supports different communities and how?  
• How do they approach doing this?  
• Which approaches do we think are the most effective?  
What changes have different groups influenced? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• explain what is meant by being part of 
a community in relation to the school, 
local and wider community  
• explain what we mean by the terms 
voluntary, community and pressure 
group  
• give examples of voluntary or 
community groups that support health 
and wellbeing, including in relation to  
the environment  
• identify reasons people form or join 
pressure groups and why they are 
needed  
• evaluate ways in which pressure groups 
gain support to address the needs of the 
community and the  
environment identify how this can lead 
to social change 
 
 

Key text: 
The Golden Rule by 
John Green  
 
 
 

 



 

Key Vocabulary: refugee, celebrate, community, talent, expertise, integration, safety, welcomed, contribution, challenge bed, difficulties, friend, kind, 
danger, difference, divert your, diverse, empathy, participate , religious, ethnic, identities , cultures, hope, no outsiders 

Key Concepts: Celebrating difference, inclusion, friendships, learning to empathise, kindness.  

Week 2 & 3 Aim: To understand the lives of refugees and to celebrate the talent and expertise that refugees bring with them to the UK; creating a better  
understanding between different communities and to encourage successful integration, enabling refugees to live in safety and continue making a  
valuable contribution. REFUGEE AWARENESS WEEK IN WEEK 3 (Guest speaker to discuss how help is provided in Ukraine)  
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

To learn:  
• about the lives of refugees 
• how to welcome refugees into our community 
• To appreciate difference and diversity (people living in the UK) 
 
 
 
Key questions:  

• What would refugees worry about when they come to the UK? 
• How would you make refugees feel welcome? 
• Why do you think refugees come to the UK to live? What is special about living in 
the UK?  
• What challenges might refugees face when moving to the UK? 
• How can we tell that there are many kinds of people in our community?  
• How can we celebrate the rich diversity of the UK? 
 
Text based questions:  
What is the Wisp? Is it the power of whispering secrets and stories and protests 
around the world until they grow into a powerful message of hope? 
• Idris has no memories of the world outside. What is your earliest memory? How is 
memory important to who we are?  

• So what's in your wisp? A happy memory or promise that gives you hope for 
the future? 
 

 

The learner will be able to:  

• Explain some of the challenges and 
difficulties that Refugees have been 
through.  
• describe the feelings of refugees, 
showing empathy. 
• explain how refugees can make a 
positive contribution to our communities.  
• describe how they would make refugees 
feel welcomed into our school/wider 
community 
• recognise that people have moved to 
the UK from all around the world at 
different times and for different  
reasons  
• recognise that people also move from 
the UK to other places in the world  
• identify some of the different religious 
and ethnic identities of people living in the 
UK  
• participate in celebrating the range of 
different identities and cultures in the UK 
 

Key text: 
 Wisp:A story of Hope 
by Zana Frallion  
 
 



 
 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, assumption, judgement, surprised, different, appearance, accept, influence, opinion, attitude, bullying, friend, 
secret, deliberate, on purpose, bystander, witness, bully, problem solve, special, unique, physical features, impression, changed, discrimination, ginger 
identity, equal, prejudice, sexual orientation, gay, lesbian, bisexual, homophobic, no outsiders 

Key Concepts: Understanding negative attitudes and what is meant by prejudice and stereotypes, recognising their own and others’ stereotypical and 
prejudicial attitudes, developing awareness of the negative consequences of prejudice and stereotypes.  

Week 4 Aim:  To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 
 
 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
 
 
 
Key questions:  

• How are we different from one another? 
• Do you think being different is a good thing and why? 
• What is a stereotype? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 
other than you look? 
 

 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To stand up to discrimination, p.79) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The learner will be able to:  

• know that different things contribute to 
our identity, including our membership of 
different groups 
• demonstrate respect for difference and 
communicate this to others  
• know the meaning of the words 
‘stereotype’ and ‘discrimination’ 
 

Key text: 
 

 



 

Key Vocabulary: stereotype, challenge, assumption, judgement, surprised, different, appearance, accept, influence, opinion, attitude, bullying, friend, secret, 
deliberate, on purpose, bystander, witness, bully, problem solve, special, unique, physical features, impression, changed, discrimination, ginger identity, equal, 
prejudice, sexual orientation, gay, lesbian, bisexual, homophobic, no outsiders  

Key Concepts: Understanding negative attitudes and what is meant by prejudice and stereotypes, recognising their own and others’ stereotypical and 
prejudicial attitudes, developing awareness of the negative consequences of prejudice and stereotypes 

Week 5 Aim: To understand differences in one another; what we have in common with everyone else; understanding stereotypes and ways to challenge  
stereotypes. 

British Value 
Mutual respect  
 
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about differences/similarities from others and to appreciate them 
• about stereotypes 
• about challenging stereotypes 
 
 
 
Key questions:  

• What reasons could someone be stereotyped for? 
• Can you give an example of gender stereotyping? 
• What would you do or say if you came across stereotyping? 
• How do these stereotypes affect the way people behave or are treated? 
• How would you feel if someone made an assumption about you based on nothing 
other than you look? 
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning intention: To stand up to discrimination, p.79)  
 

The learner will be able to:  

• identify stereotypes 

• know that it is wrong to tease or bully 
someone because they are different  
• explain how they would challenge 
stereotypical thinking 
• develop strategies to support others who 
may encounter prejudice or discrimination 
 
 

Key text: 
The Whisperer by Nick 
Butterworth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Key Vocabulary: Key Vocabulary: similarity, same as, different from, difference, valued, celebrations, special, unique, respect, traditions, customs, beliefs, 
challenges, rules, responsibilities, gender identity,  no outsiders.  

Key Concepts: Empowering differences, equality, developing self esteem and self acceptance 

Week 6 Aim: To think about the lives of people living in other places, and people with different values and customs; a celebration of diversity through 
artwork, performance, music, poems etc. 

British Value 
Tolerance  
 
Core Values: 
Responsibility 
Resilience 
Kindness 
Collaboration 
Strive to improve 
Pride 

 

 
 

To learn:  
• about the lives, values and customs of people living in other places 
 
 
Key questions:  
• In what ways is growing up different for other people?  
• How different are people’s lives in different places and in different communities? 
 
(See No Outsiders planning. Learning Intention: To promote Diversity, p. 78)  

 

The learner will be able to:  

• research the lifestyle, customs and 
traditions of people growing up 
somewhere else in the world to them  
• explain how their lives are similar or 
different to their own  
• identify whether they experience similar 
or different customs, challenges, rules and 
responsibilities  

Key text: 
My Princess Boy by 
Cheryl Kilodavis 

 

 


